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1. The ‘Green Credit’ program was recently launched by the Ministry of Environment,
Forest and Climate Change. What is the primary objective of this initiative?

 To incentivize companies to invest in green energy projects
 To provide financial assistance to farmers practising sustainable agriculture
 To encourage the restoration and preservation of natural ecosystems
 To subsidise the production of electric vehicles in India

2. The ‘Atmanirbhar Krishi Yojana’ is aimed at doubling farmers’ income by 2025.
Which of the following is not a component of this scheme?

 Crop diversification and organic farming
 Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) for fertiliser subsidy
 Establishment of ‘Krishi Vigyan Kendras’ for agricultural research
 Privatisation of mandis under the Agricultural Produce Market Committee (APMc)

3. ISRO’s recent mission to Venus has been named ‘Shukrayaan’. What is the primary
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research focus of this mission?

 To study the surface and geological features of Venus
 To explore the possibility of microbial life in the Venusian atmosphere
 To map the permanent shadow regions around the Venusian poles, the ‘Green

Credit’ program was recently launched by the Ministry of Environment, Forest and Climate
Change

 To analyse the chemical composition of the Venusian clouds

4. The recent judgement by the Supreme Court on the interpretation of Article 142 of
the Constitution has expanded its scope. What is the significance of this expansion
for the Indian judiciary?

 It allows the Supreme Court to pass orders to provide complete justice in any case.
 It restricts the Supreme Court’s powers to its original jurisdiction cases only.
 It provides a framework for the appointment of ad-hoc judges in High Courts.
 It limits the judicial review powers of the Supreme Court.

5. Gagan Shakti 2024 exercise, recently conducted by Indian Air Force at which
place?

 Jaipur
 Pokhran
 Jodhpur
 Ajmer

 Submit 


